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ABSTRACT

A review of the SETI activities in the southern hemisphere over the past three decades is made. A description of the META
II program, that is carried out from the Instituto Argentino de RadioastronomIa (JAR), and that is continuously scanning the
southern skies is described. META (Megachannel Extraterrestrial Assay) is an 8.4 million channels spectrum analyzer with a
spectral resolution of 0.05 Hz, working at the 1,420 MHz hydrogen line at the Oak Ridge Harvard radio-observatory and at JAR.

A description of the first optical SETI observing program from the southern hemisphere is made. For this purpose a high
temporal resolution device called MANIA (Multichannel Analyzer of Nanosecond Intensity Alterations) will be used at the 2.15
m telescope of CASLEO (Complejo Astronómico El LEOncito) in the San Juan province in Argentina.

MANIA was developed by Prof. V.F. Shvartsman from the Special Astrophysical Observatory in Russia in the mid-seventies.
This instrument allows the study of light curves of astrophysical objects. It determines the photon arrival time with an accuracy
of 10.8 sec, the dead time being i0 sec. The maximum intensity of the incoming photon flux is near 30,000 counts/sec. All the
information on the photon arrival times is store in the computer memory and subsequent mathematical processing allows detection
of brightness fluctuations down to i0 sec. A set of almost forty nearby stars and several objects with strange physical properties,
of the southern hemisphere, were selected to be observed, in the near future with this configuration from CASLEO.

9Visiting Fellow under ICSC World Laboratory Scholarship. After February 1993, write to University of Buenos
Aires, C.C.8-Suc.25; 1425-Buenos Aires; ARGENTINA.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The success of the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) depends not only on the unknown
abundance of civilizations in our galactic neighborhood, but also on the observational strategy for detecting
them.

The physical laws that governs the universe are the same elsewhere. Information carriers', however
are not infinite in variety. All the information we current have about the universe beyond the solar system
has been transmitted to us by means of electromagnetic radiation (from radio to gamma rays), cosmic ray
particles (electrons and atomic nuclei) and more recently by neutrinos. There is another possible physical
carrier, the gravitational waves, known in physics, but extremely difficult to detect. Of all these
"information carriers" , except for photons, uncharged particles are difficult to accelerate, direct, and detect.
Charged particles (cosmic rays) are deflected by the galactic magnetic fields, neutrinos and "gravitons" are
extremely difficult to produce and to detect. There seems little doubt that electromagnetic waves are the
suitable means for interstellar communication. The problem arise in the "convergence" --with the
extraterrestrial civilization (ETI)--. for the selection of the best region of the electromagnetic spectrum to
initiate the contact.

Tarter2 showed that more than sixty SETI projects have been carried out in the past 30 years. Only
eight were out the radio domain. In this little group, four (Wishnia3, Shvartsman et al.4'5 and Betz and
Townes6) were devoted to search for laser interstellar beacons.

The major obstacles to detect a laser signal from an ETI are the ignorance of a "magic" optical
frequency (the optical spectrum is greater than 1O' Hz) and the masking of the signal by the star's light.
M. Ross7 showed that non-coherent detection offers the advantage of not requiring the knowledge of the
exact laser frequency nor that the phase of the signal preserved through the long path through space and
atmosphere. He also showed that short pulses in the nanosecond regime, at high energy per pulse, at very
low duty cycle are most likely to be use for interstellar communication.

In this paper we describe the SETI activities in the southern hemisphere over the past three decades.
A special description of a program to search for nanosecond laser pulses in the optical domain will be
made. This is an observing project that will be carried out this year in Argentina, in cooperation with the
Special Astrophysical Observatory (Russia).

2. MICROWAVE SET! ACTIVITIES IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE

Comparing with the almost sixty observational projects made in the northern hemisphere, SETI research
has been very scarce in the southern hemisphere. Only seven programs have been reported by Kellermann8,
Cole and Ekers9, Cohen et al.'°, Kuiper and Gulkis", Colomb et al.'2"3, Blair et al.'4 and Colomb et al.'5.
In the next few years, NASA will extend their High Resolution Microwave Survey (HRMS) to the southern
hemisphere. For the target search they will use the facilities of the Australian radiotelescope at Parkes, and
for the southern sky survey, the NASA Deep Space Tracking Station at Tidbinbila (Australia). Table I
shows the main characteristics of the past southern SETI projects.
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TABLE I: SET! IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE:

Date Observer(s) Site Instrument
Size [m]

Search
Frequen.
[MHz]

Frequency
Resolution

[Hz]

Objects Flux
Limits
[Wm2]

Total
Hours

1966 Kellermann CSIRO 64 many
between
350 &
5000

Full
Bandwidth
for each

Feed

Galaxy
1934-63

1018

1978 Cohen CSIRO 64 1612.23 4500 8 Globular 1O 20
Malkan Clusters

Dickey

1979 Cole CSIRO 64 5000±5 iO Nearby 10.18 50
Ekers 5000±1 106 F,G,K

Stars

1983 Kuiper DSS43 64 8000±5 4. 10' Partial lO 800
Gulkis 2380 southern

sky

1986 Colomb JAR 30 1420 2500 Nearby 10 90
to MartIn 1667±5 F,G,K

1989 Lemarchand stars .

1667± 1 Parasitic 320

1420±5
1667±5

SN1987A
Ellipsoid

20

1990 Blair CSIRO 64 4462 100 100 nearby 1024 60
et al. stars

1990 Colomb JAR 30 1420 0.05 Full sky 10 10.500
& on et. al. survey & on

CSLRO: Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization in Epping, New South Wales, Australia. DSS43:
NASA Deep Space Station 43 in Tidbinbila, Australia. JAR: Instituto Argentino de Radioastronomfa, Parque Pereyra
Iraola, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
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Kellermann8 examined the possibility that the galaxy 1934-63 could have a Kardashev Type II or
III supercivilization by analyzing the spectrum near the 1420 MHz, with a 48 channel receiver, covering
a 1 .6 MHz band with the hydrogen line. No unusual characteristics were found, but the range of
frequencies investigated was limited and with very low sensitivity and spectral resolution.

Cohen et aL made a "passive" search in eight globular clusters at the hydroxyl spectral line
wavelength, analyzing data previously recorded during conventional astronomical observations made at
CSIRO. Cole and Ekers'° using the facilities of the 64 m radiotelescope at Parkes made observations of
simultaneous pulsed events in both 2 MHz and 10 MHz filters were sought in detectors having time
resolution of 4 js.

With the sponsorship of The Planetary Society (TPS), the NASA 64-meter deep space tracking
antenna, 30 km southwest of Canberra at Tidbinbila (Australia) was used during 4-months with a 256
channel analyzer for SETI research". They made a sky survey of constant declination strips (three from
declinations = -28.9 to -34.3 by April 1983) whenever antenna was stowed.

Colomb et al'2"3 made a search for narrow band signals in the direction of 80 southern stars,
primarily chosen on basis of their distances (d � 50 l.y.) and positions (4OO � 6 9O0). Those stars were
observed using one of the two 30-m antennas of JAR at 1420±5 MHz and 1667±5 MHz, with a spectral
resolution of 2.5 KHz. A 320 hours "passive search" was also developed using previous OH observations
of Comet Halley, with the same spectral resolution. Other interesting targets were also observed (5N1987A
Ellipsoid and HD21899 and HD100623 Arkhipov's radio stars).

Blair et al.'4 reported a search for narrow spectral line emission from 176 targets (including 166 stars
and seven globular clusters) at the hypothesized "magic frequency" of 4.462336275 GHz (ir times the
hydrogen line). The parkes correlator was used to give two 512-channels, 100 Hz resolution spectra during
1990 and 1991.

2.1. The Planetary Society's META project:

On October 12, 1990, The Planetary Society/Instituto Argentino de Radioastronomfa's project META II
was switched on. This is an 8.4 million channel spectrum analyzer dedicated to search for extraterrestrial
intelligence in the southern hemisphere. META II (for Megachannel ExtraTerrestrial Assay) was built at
Harvard University by E.E. Hurrell and J.C. Olalde under the supervision of Prof. Paul Horowitz and
according to an agreement signed by TPS and JAR and approved by the National Research Council of
Argentina (CONICET). By this agreement, TPS provided the funds to build META II while the JAR
provided two engineers for a period of one year for duty at Harvard University and on the 30 m radio
telescope for 12 hours a day for a period of at least 3 years.

META II was built during 1989 and sent to Argentina at the beginning of 1990. It was installed at
one of the two IAR 30 m dishes in the middle 1990. A similar system (META I) has been in operation
since 1985 at Harvard, Massachusetts, USA. The JAR and Harvard Systems will jointly survey the entire
sky at 21 cm with similar resolution and sensitivity looking for possible CW beacons. Certain portions of
the sky (-10 > 6 > -30) can be observed simultaneously from both observatories to provide strong con-
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straints on any detected signal.

The main characteristics of the META system has been described in detail by Horowitz et al.'6"7 and
the META II by Colomb et a!.'5 we provide only a brief summary here. The antenna is a 30 m dish
equatorially mounted, their beam (0.5° at A = 21 cm) performs a transit search of the sky, being moved
in declination by one half-power beamwidth every day. It's operation is done 12 hours a day, while during
nights the same dish is used for conventional astronomy. The radiotelescope makes a complete sky survey
from 6 = lO to cS = 9ØO in a period of 500-700 days.

The feeder is a corrugated horn, and two circular polarizations are obtained by mean of a turnstile
junction. The first amplifiers are GaAs FETs followed by bandpass image reject filters. The first local
oscillator is switched to receive signals at 2 1 cm referenced to the galactic barycenter, cosmic blackbody
or LSR/heliocentric frames.

The first IF is centered at 126.5 MHz and the second IF is centered at 30 MHz. Figure 1 shows the
META II system, and Table II summarizes its observing parameters. On-line software computes ephemeris
information and controls the local oscillators (LO), i) setting the first LO and polarization switch at the
beginning of each 20-second integration interval r (Br, = 1) such that the center of the received band
corresponds to the chosen frequency as observed in the chosen reference frame, and ii) sweeping the second
LO to compensate for the Doppler chirp caused by the Earth's rotation. The control computer also iii)
orchestrates overall timing (frame buffering and initiation of Fourier transforms), iv) checks for processor
errors using 16 redundant processors (1 million channels), v) examines the 8.4 million channel spectra for
unusual signal features, and vi) archives numerical and graphical information connected with unusual signals
or system malfunction.

In order to receive transmissions at 21 cm referenced to the galactic barycenter or cosmic blackbody
rest frames, a total bandwidth of at least 300 KHz is needed, because of the uncertainties of 30Km/sec
in our knowledge of those frames. However the resolution bandwidth should be kept matched to cover the
natural bandwidth of carriers propagated through the interstellar medium, for optimum detection of
interstellar carriers. META II has 2 = 8,388,608 channels, B = 0.05 Hz per channel, resulting in an
overall instantaneous bandwidth of 400 KHz.

The dual polarization single-conversion receiver, with programmable first LO, fixed second LO and
swept third LO (for Doppler Effect compensation of Earth rotation) feeds a 128 point DFT implemented
with a A41 102 Austek Microsystems Frequency Domain Processor. It performs a multiplication between
the signal and a selected window in the time domain, so the signal is convolved with the window in the
frequency domain. This constitutes a filter bank pre-processor for an array of 128 FFT processors of 64K
points. The complex amplitudes that appear in any given DFT channel, considered as a time series feeds
a corresponding ultranarrow band 64K complex FFT (128 in total), resulting in 8,388,608 channels
covering 400KHz. Each Fourier processor computes its complex FFT and resultant power spectra. The
whole system performs an 8 million point complex FFT in 15 seconds.

The META strategy is to look for properly chirped narrowband signals at guessable rest frames. The
chirp is necessary to compensate the Doppler shift produced by the Earth rotation and avoid spreading the
signal over many channels. We use three rest frames of recognized universality: the Local Standard of Rest
(LSR), the galactic Barycenter, and the Cosmic Blackbody.
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FIGURE 1: Block diagram of the 8.4 million channel narrowband analyzer (META II). The 128 points DFF processor
is used as a preprocessor to divide the analyzer bandpass of 400 kHz into 128 contiguous baseband channels of 3.1 kHz
bandwidth. An array of 128 identical processors then performs the megachannel power spectrum computation in 15 sec.
An additional 16 mappable processors check the array and dynamically replace faulty processors. The array contains 50
megabytes of RAM, 16,384 backplane pins, and half million solder joints.
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TABLE II: CHARACTERISTICS OF META II

ANTENNA: 30 m diameter, equatorially mounted. Primary focus.

FEED: 21 cm corrugated horn with Turnstile junction (two circular polarizations).

AMPLIFIERS: 1420 MHz GaAs FET. T,,5= 100 K

SPECTROMETER: * 8,388,608 channels.
* Spectral Resolution of 0.05 Hz per channel.
* Total Bandwidth of 400 KHz.
* Integration of 20 sec. (Br =1).
* Chirped LO.
* Continual self-test via mappable redundant processors (rovers).

FREQUENCY: HI (1420.4 MHz), corrected to:
a) Heliocenter/LSR
b) Galactic Baricenter
c) Cosmic blackbody rest frame.

Frame and polarization alternate on successive integration.

ARCifiVING: * Summary data for integrations with peak above thresholcL I (7,3 sigmas).
* Baseline and context graphs for integrations with peaks above threshold II (10.4 sigmas).
* Eight integrations following a trigger.

SKY COVERAGE: declination from -1O to 9O0.

SENSITIVITY: 7 x 1O Watts m2.

According to the statistical analysis'8, the normalized probability density of the power P in a
frequency bin is p(P) = (1/P0)exp(-P/P0), where P0 is the mean power per bin, the probability of a power
in a bin exceeding a threshold T times the mean is probability(P/TP0) = exp(-T). Thus for our daily harvest
of N = 3.3x10'° independent frequency channels, the power in the largest will typically be T = in N 24
times the mean power. These peaks are consistent with the statistics of random noise.

Figure 2 shows META control computer's screen as it appears during normal operation. The screen
is updated every 23 seconds. The display shows the coordinated, time and date, and reference frame (in
this case LSR) and polarization (in this case left circular). It also lists the ten largest peaks by size and
frequency. The top graph shows the full megachannel spectrum (128 bins, 3.125 kHz each, 400 kHz total
bandwidth), compressed by averaging adjacent blocks of 65,536 channels to form each displayed point. The
middle graph is similar, but with the highest point of each 65,536 channel block displayed. The bottom
graph is a high resolution blowup of the 256 channels centered on the largest peak. Individual channels here
correspond to frequencies separated by 0.05 Hz.
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FIGURE 2: a) META II control computer's screen as it appears during normal operation. The screen is updated every
23 sec. The display shows the coordinat, time and date, reference frame (in this case Galactic Barycenter) and
polarization (in this case right circular). It also list the ten largest peaks by size and frequency. The top graph shows the
full megachannel spectrum (128 bins, 3.125 kHz each, 400 kHz total bandwidth), compressed by averaging adjacent blocks
of 65,536 channels to form each displayed point. The middle graph is similar, but with the highest point of each 65,536
channel block displayed. The bottom graph is a high resolution blowup of the 256channels centered on the largest peak.
Individual channels here correspond to frequencies separated by 0.05 Hz.

b) A fixed-frequency signal was added at the 30-MHz IF to generate this display. The high resolution
("Context") graph at bottom, shows the resulting power spectrum as seen by the swept-frequency receiver. Note that all
the "terrestrial interferences" will appear with this "wall" form.
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The META II system has operated successfully for more than two years and continues to operate
normally, except for minor failures or some damage caused in the system by strong lightning storms,
especially at the end of spring. Thus far we have observed the declination range 2OO to 8OO with the
antenna fixed at the meridian and simultaneously with META I the declination range of-1O° to -13°. Both
observations were taken every 0.5° in declination and during 24 hours. No CW signal has been detected
to date at a level of 7xlO w m2.

3. OPTICAL SETI FROM CASLEO:

An observing Optical program will be carried out, this semester, from the Complejo Astronómico el
Leoncito (CASLEO) in the province of San Juan, near the Andes mountains, in Argentina. This will be the
first optical SETI project from the southern hemisphere. The observations will be done using a high speed
photometer called MANIA (Multichannel Analyzer of Nanosecond Intensity Alterations). This device was
designed and built up in Russia by Victor F. Shvartsman4 in the middle seventies. Two of the four searches
for laser pulses were done, with this instrument, using the facilities of the Special Astrophysical
Observatory4'5 (SAO).

By an agreement between CASLEO-CONICET and SAO, MANIA was installed in 1991, at the
primary focus of the 2. 15 m telescope of CASLEO. This telescope has an aplanatic Titchey-Chrétien
configuration similar to the 2. 13 m of Kitt Peak telescope, and is in operation since 1987.

3.1. The search for nanosecond laser pulses

Laser receivers can be either coherent or non-coherent7. Non coherent receivers are simply photon detectors
where light is collected and focused on a photo-detector, where current output is linear with the number
of photons that impinge on its surface. They make no use of the optical phase of the light wave nor are they
optical frequency selective except for the broad response of the photo-detector or any spectral filter that is
used.

In this way, non-coherent detection offers the advantage of not requiring the knowledge of the exact
laser frequency nor that the optical phase of the signal be preserved through the long path through space
and the atmosphere. Non-coherent detection also offers the significant advantages of large photon collectors.

Gordon'9 showed that from a communication point of view, at laser frequencies, it is more desirable
to send short, intense pulses which are detected by photon counter. In the visible range there is no
advantage to coherent detection if modulation formats which take advantage of the noise statistics at optical
frequencies are employed. Low duty cycle, short pulse formats are of value to direct non-coherent detector
techniques, where Poisson statistics could be applied.

Under this hypothesis, there are to big advantages for interstellar communication: (a) the star
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background noise could be discriminated and (b) many information bits/pulse can be sent7.

3.2. Description of MANIA:

The equipment complex consist of (Shvartsman et aL5):

a) a photometer to count photons with a set of diaphragms (4" -20") and filters (U, B, V, R) which
gives the standard pulses of < 100 ns duration corresponding to every registered photon;

b) a "time-code" converter Quatochron which measures the detection moments of every photon with
an accuracy of 20 ns, then generates 16 bit digital time code and 16 bit flag --the number of channel and
sends 32 digital code into the computer;

c) a computer with an applied tape recorder which records the final observational data on a magnetic
tape or floppy disks;

d) a counter system and a recorder which allow us to control the process of the accumulation of
information.

The quantum efficiency of the instrument is determined by the type and quality of the photomulti-
plier, and in general is of some percents. Its dead time is 100 ns, the maximum intensity of photo-counts
flux, which is registered without any distortions (< 1 %), depends on the speed of computers and is about
30,000 photo-counts per second.

The sequence of the registration of photon moments, recorded in magnetic tape, is the final result
of accumulation. As a rule 1-10 million photo-countings are registered during one set of observations.

The optical scheme of the photometer is based on the classical Fabry lens principle. The light beam
passes through the diaphragm (see Fig.3), Fabry Lens (FL) and filters. The FL are made of quartz and it
ensures unmoving exit pupil on the cathode of the photomultiplier. On the cathode plane the pupil diameter
is equal to 6 mm for the focal ratio F/4 and about 3 mm for the focal ratio Ff7.5.

The filter wheel holds 5 filters (see Table III) and one clear aperture. The filter number is shown
on the head of the shaft (see Fig.4). The diameter of the filter is 12 mm and its thickness is 7 mm. It is
not necessary to adjust each optical filter thickness, because the filters are situated in the parallel light
beam. A set of glass filters was designed to much the standard UBVR Johnson system as closely as
possible. Fig. 5 shows the response curves of the photometric bands.
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FIGURE 3: Optical scheme of MANIA photometer.
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Figure 4: Scheme of the switching panel of the photometer. (1) shaft of the diaphragm change; (2) shaft of neutral filter
change; (3) shaft of filter change; (4) bayonet joint of bias lighting of the crosshairs of the offset guide; (5) bayonet joint
of the input impulse of discriminator; (6) fourpin joint of discriminator supply; (7) multi-pin joint of standard light source
supply; (8) bayonet joint of bias lightings.
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TABLE Ill: CHARACTERISTICS OF MANIA FILTERS

Position No. Filter A
A

)
A

LA
A %

1 U 3580 3600 500 65
2 B 4200 4450 980 57
3 V 5350 5490 900 73
4 R 6690 6920 1100 76
5 F(U+B) 4200 4300 2000 83
6 clear position

The target frame square in the center of the cross hairs of the offset guide has a size of 1 .8 x 1.8
[arc ]2 (F= 16. 1 m). The offset field diameter is about 2 arc mm. The whole size of a region, free for
moving of the offset guide, is 55 x 75 [mm]2 (1 1 x 16 [arc mm]2).

The photomultiplier is a FEU-106 type with a S-20 extended cathode. The entrance window of the
tube, 10 mm in diameter, is made of artificial mica with an UV (3000 A) transmission coefficient of about
90 % . The effective (working) area of the cathode is limited by the inner diaphragm of the photomultiplier
Up to a diameter of 6 mm.

The spectral response and the quantum efficiency as a function of the wavelength for the FEU-106
photomultiplier are given in Fig. 6.

Dark counts from the photocathode ( 20 counts/sec for 10 °C) or by impacts of high energy
particles on the photocathode and the first dynode and light emission from the glass tube. Nevertheless short
counts flashes, which are originated by high energy particles impacts, are very important for super high
temporal resolution investigations. When MANIA was in operation in the 6 m telescope of the Special
Astrophysical Observatory in Russia ( 2100 m of altitude), the FEU-106 has about 1-2 count per minute
(level of the mean solar activity). The altitude of CASLEO is almost 2400 m and the same order of
magnitude in the background counts is expected. The main characteristics of these flashes are: a diapason
of integral intensity is 7-30 counts with mode about 12-15 counts; the duration is about 0.7-1.5 /.L5. These
flashes are selected by the MANIA algorithms and subtracted during the computation process.

Another source of noise disturbance is the double-electron interference. This is a second peak of
amplitude distribution of the output pulses after the main one-electron peak. From low input light flux the
double-electron interference impose limitation on the determination of variability on a time scale of 1-15
js. The maximum level of the double-electron interference is 0.4 % of the dark signal (using FEU-106
tubes at T 10°C; and with high voltage V 1.9 kV).
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Figure 5: The response curves of the instrumental system of MANIA.
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Figure 6: The spectral responses and the quantum efficiency (QE) as a function of the wavelength for the FEU-lOi
photomultiplier.
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Dead time of acquisition system puts a low boundary on the determination of the superfast temporal
variability. The dead time of the whole MANIA acquisition system is about 70 ns. According to Beskin and
Neisvestny'9 the low boundary of temporal variability is 100 ns. The upper limit of SFTV in the MANIA
observations is determined by the atmospheric disturbances. This limit is an upper boundary of wave front
deformation in frequency. For the 6-m telescope in Russia this bandwidth is 10 Hz, while for the 2. 15 m
telescope in Argentina is 30 Hz. The influence of these disturbances decreases after the normalization with
standard stars.

3.3. Selection of the targets:

On the basis of the arguments presented for the selection of target stars for the HRMS NASA program21,
we selected a set of candidate stars from the Gliese and Jahreiss catalog of nearby stars. The stars are
falling between 0.60 and 1.00 in (B-V) color index. Stars bluer than 0.60 have main sequence lifetimes that
are too short to provide long-term environmental stability, while stars redder than 1 .00 cannot presently
be detected.

Rather showed that the transmission of lasers beams could be achieve by diffraction-limited
performance, which means that its beamwidth is thus given by 0 = 2.44 )./DT, where . is the laser
wavelength, DT is the transmitter aperture, and the divergence angle, 0 is specified to the first dark ring
of diffraction pattern. Following this argument, if we consider as definition of "life zone" , somewhat larger
than the Earth orbit, as 21 light minutes (or 3.8 x 1O m), a 10-rn transmitting telescope with ). =0.6 j.m,
can illuminate a life-zone out to 275 l.y..

Only those civilizations that presume that there is any kind of technological activity (or intelligent
life) in our planetary system will be beaming laser pulses to us. The first evidence of technological activities
from our Earth began to be radiated into the outer space only 50-60 years ago (radio, TV carriers, and later
on powerful radars). In this way, only those civilizations that are 50-60 l.y. far away, have the capability
to detect artificial radiation from our planetary system, but we are able to detect there "replies" only for
those stars localized 25-30 l.y. far away.

For our first set of observations we selected those stars that satisfy the general criteria of selection21,
that are between 6 and 12 hours in right ascension (southern hemisphere fall night time) and that are at
distances d < 50 l.y.. A list of them can be find in Table IV.

One more class of target objects for optical SETI are those with unusual astrophysical characteristics
which could have an artificial origin. In particular, those with continuum optical spectra --DC dwarfs and
ROCOSes (radio objects with continuum optical spectrum). In the southern hemisphere there are practically
no ROCOSes, but we have selected 18 DC dwarfs from the catalog of McCook and Sion', with 6 <

Arkhipov proposed the association of four solar type stars with continuum radio sources. He
calculated the probability of accidental projection of the radio sources in vicinity of the four stars as 2 X
l0, and attributed the excess in the radio spectrum to possible artificial intelligent activities around the
stars. The two stars localized in the southern hemisphere have been observed'3 several times from IAR, and
we also included them in our optical observing program.
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TABLE IV: TARGET STARS TO BE OBSERVED FROM CASLEO BY MANIA

No. Name RA(1950) Dec.(1950) B-V Parallax Spectral
(0.001") Type

1 231.0
2 253.0
3 259.0
4 260.0
5 302.0
6 304.0
7 309.0
8 320.0
9 327.0
10 355.0
11 374.0
12 446.0
13 454.0
14 472.0
15 495.0
16 500.0
17 506.0
18 1175.0
19 530.0
20 531.0
21 534.1
22 541.1
23 550.0
24 582.0
25 587.0
26 610.0
27 613.0
28 615.0
29 616.0
30 629.0
31 631.0
32 652.0
33 656.0
34 668.1
35 691.0
36 702.1
37 716.0
38 720.1
39 722.0

061144 -744412
065351 -551130
065911 -255236
065925 -611606
08 16 01 -12 27 42
08 19 41 -39 32 54
08 30 54 -31 20 24
08 41 26 -38 42 24
085150 -05 1436
093001 -105748
095409 -403254
114445 -300018
115810 -012724
123039 -682830
12 59 27 -01 48 48
130700 -215518
131547 -180200
13 38 10 -34 12 36
13 48 35 -34 08 24
13 49 27 -50 40 30
13 53 14 -54 27 24
141521 -07 1830
14 24 10 -51 42 36
151825 -480806
15 25 44 -49 46 48
16 02 44 -20 18 36
16 05 41 -56 19 06
16 09 47 -57 25 30
16 12 54 -08 14 18
16 28 08 -38 54 06
163344 -021312
17 01 19 -28 30 36
17 05 40 -60 40 24
17 17 19 -05 51 54
17 40 10 -51 48 36
18 03 01 -36 01 30
18 28 23 -18 56 30
18 33 54 -28 33 18
18 35 54 -21 05 42

G5V
G7V
KO VE
KOVE
G7.5 V
06 IV-V
KOV
K1V
G3V
(KO)
K4V
G5V
KO IV-V
KO V

(05)
G6V
K2V
(GO)
K1V
G6V
(KO)
G5V
G2V
G5V
K3 IV-V
K3V
KOV
G2V
(05)
KOV
08 IV-V
KOV
G9V
05 V
G5V
K3V
K1V
(DG4)

0.72
0.79
0.90
0.81
0.76
0.71
0.79
0.93
0.67
0.77
0.96
0.68
0.76
0.85
0.75
0.73
0.71
0.86
0.69
0.89
0.78
0.73
0.70
0.65
0.78
0.97
0.85
0.82
0.65
0.87
0.81
0.84
0.89
0.85
0.70
0.62
0.84
0.98
0.66

115
70
68
62
79
60
86
96
85
80
68
63
80
76
79
76
120
69
62
76
80
62
57
65
57
58
76
66
62
57
90
72
65
81
76
59
78
80
73
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